2	BQAD ENGINEERING
The chief factors that contribute to the loss of bearing power of a
particular subgrade are : —
 1.	A friable condition of the soil.
 2.	The presence of water to saturation.
In the first ease the ground may be consolidated by rolling, or it
can be strengthened by the addition of broken bricks, breeze, brush-
wood, or some similar material that will combine with the existing
soil and give it " body ". In extreme cases the whole bed of the
road must be excavated and remade. It should be noted in this
connection that a reinforced-concrete foundation will efficiently
support the road-crust over any but the most severe conditions of
subgrade.
Friability, as a condition, argues also lack of elasticity. This
factor is elaborated in a series of tests of impact of pavements carried
out by the Bureau of Public Eoads, U.S.A.
It was found that the subgrades under test failed to return to their
initial elevation when the pavements they supported were subjected
to impact, whereas the concrete-slab pavement itself did not spring
back after each blow. Each succeeding blow caused the slab de-
flection to increase, in ratio to the " looseness " or friability of the
soil and also to the degree of water content.
In the limit, the subsoil ceases to offer any support and the slab
acts as a beam. These tests ^do not conform absolutely to the con-
ditions existing on actual pavements, but they have an application
in the case of a subgrade which offers a varying or uneven support,
as the consolidated portion will resist the stresses imposed upon it
by the traffic and the " loose " portion will tend to deform to a
greater or lesser degree. Obviously failure can be expected under.
these conditions.
There is & wide divergence of opinion as to the effect of water on
subsoil, and there is considerable scope for research Work in this
connection,
One may assume, however, that the. bearing power of most soil$
ib not greatly affected by the addition of water up to the moisture "
equivalent — i.e. the percentage of moisture retained in the soil when
subjected to a centrifugal force equal to 1,000 times the force of
grav^'-^espeeMly where the supporting value is uirifonn* but
a&sr a certain point, which varies with the nature of the soil, there
fd & rapid reduction in bearing power until complete saturation is
rioted, w&en it is of little or no value as a support,
Rt f raotw $f regarding the distribution of pressure &om
'fafrfr l«$ of £j^$mi<3fc& I form do$s np$ *p$$y in tte case <*£

